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About This Game

In the land of Zyorzia monsters roam out from all corners of the world. Our hero needs to vanquish these enemies the best way
he can. Gaining fortune and fame and using said fortune to continue on the struggle. To restore light to the world once again!

 Level Up~

 Traditional RPG Battle Engine~

 Venture in the land of Zyorzia~

 Inventory & Skill System~

 5000 Achievements~
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First off, don't expect Myst quality. This is a very ambitious adventure game that feels like it had some budget\/team\/time
issues near the end of production. Very good first 2 thirds of the game, with a very bad last 3rd and an ending that while
concluding things leaves a lot unexplained to make room for a non-existant (?) sequel.

The first two "ages", or level areas, are actually quite good in the puzzle design. Clues are often just enough for you to piece it
together yourself without taking away your own need to poke\/click everything and observe. Many require "jumping to
conclusions" a tiny bit, just enough where you are not spoon fed the solution, but not to the point of being impossible without a
guide. I loved the first 2\/3rds of the game, and it's those first two thirds that earn my recommended upvote.

Where it really falls apart is the magic area, the third and final section of the game. What this area does is very ambitious, but
it's clear the design team was not able to put enough videos\/clues in place to really make these puzzles work right. Often in the
magic area I had to solve a puzzle by trial and error or by clicking randomly through every scene with no idea what I was doing.
There were also several times in this area that the game just expected me to "move on" after a cutscene that I felt didn't even
conclude the current "puzzle".

A big design flaw with this final area is that unlike the other two thirds of the game, in this part of it you do not have a way of
seeing "the end puzzle", but are just expected to collect pieces (inventory items) used for it along the way. And these "pieces"
are quite random objects that make no sense unless you actually get them all and see what they are used for. Basically, there is
suddenly no story reason for doing anything in the third area, and what little story there is doesn't have enough cutscenes to
explain itself.

One particularly nasty part of "clearly cut content" is that an NPC in this final area has a deep connection to the main character
supposedly, but the only dialog you ever have with them is for puzzle solving purposes. I get the feeling this person was
supposed to be a "hint guide" of sorts, which would have made the whole age much better to play, but it was too expensive\/time
consuming to give them more animated clips of dialog.

The ending also feels really rushed, I strongly suspect a big final puzzle was cut on the last area, as it is instead replaced with a
"push button and win" type of ending.

Even with all that negativity, I do still recommend it. If you are ok with playing "part 1" of an apparently never continued story,
Aura has enough of a "world" to get lost in for a few days, and the first 2\/3rds of the game are solid old school Myst like
puzzles. Get it on a sale, if it interests you. I wouldn't pay full price for Aura. But I still had fun playing it and loved exploring
the world, and I feel that I did get my money's worth of entertainment, even if the final age had some pretty badly designed
inventory\/pixel hunting puzzles.

The world itself is actually quite beautiful, even if it is a bit outdated and populated with some of the worst animated CGI
"people" I have seen in a game. It still managed to be "enough" for me to get "lost" in for a few days of play, and I enjoyed all
the visuals. The soundscapes are sometimes a bit questionable, but none of the puzzles make the sounds used to flavor the
background music, and nothing felt too out of place to me.

Just on the edge of Recommended from me. You'll get some fun for your money with this one, but don't expect anything that
will blow you away, and keep the Universal Hint System on hand for the last age due to a lack of clues. It's a good "B" rating
Myst adventure, nothing super special, but nothing you would regret playing through either.. Got it with a Steam Coupon for 10
cents. Well basically this is a space shooter, kinda like asteroids. You pick your ship in the beginning with different attributes
and then shoot other ships in a quadratic area. On your way you pick up items like a shield or temporary firing modes. Presented
to you with neon pink and purple aesthetics and a really suprisingly great chiptune soundtrack for such a little game. After 10
minutes you get every achievement and those other 8 hours of my playtime were basically just idling for the cards.

I guess its alright if you like to get high scores and have not much to do and want to spend your time quickly. Otherwise there
isn't much to say about here to be honest.
. Take control of a Ukrainian ninja.
Navigate the levels with double jumps and wall grabs. Collect coins to spend at the shop. Health refills, throwing stars, three
guns and their ammo. AK47, rocket launcher and mini gun. Four levels current with four more on the way. Also bonus levels
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either between normal levels or in the bonus menu. Timed survival, race to the finish and collect all coins. Fight enemy soldiars
with weapons or boss enemies with level puzzles. Like shooting the cord holding up explosives to drop them on a tank.
Smooth gameplay.. meh its okay I refunded tho lol. ...Why is this free?

There's a million games, books, and movies out there right now that people are wasting their money on and this is being given
away. It's unfathomable. I drown myself in VNs to try to filter out the good, and this is on par with VNs like Higurashi no Naku
Koro ni and Shikkoku no Sharnoth, and both of their respective series. When I wasn't playing this, I was thinking about it, and
when I was playing it, it kept my full attention. This review is honestly more of a thank you to the creators. You did a great job.
I really hope you know that. I will be waiting for the rest to be revealed, piece by piece.

If I had any criticism, it would be that the "antagonist" (because as we learn, it isn't so simply straightforward) was easy to guess,
especially as it's a common trope lately. Even so, the mystery pulled me in and made me want to understand the town this school
was centered in. Another side note would be that the nods to actual stuff in reality by shifting the names were hilarious and
amazing in places. Loved it, and everything else about this.

I truly hope this is continued. Fantastic visual novel. I'm floored.
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I really liked the concept of this game and visual style. I really tried to enjoy it. But, well, I guess it's too much. I liked music, a
lot of visual elements that were borrowed from Portal series.

First issue I had with it -- mechanics offer some interesting ideas, whole gameplay is somehow alike Portal, Grappling Hook
(small portal-like indie game, it's pretty much alike it in visual style as well) and Antichamber. I don't have anything against core
gameplay and mechanics, but level design is just... ugh. It feels like levels were built not around mechanics, but more around
unexpected "tricks", so it feels more like bug abuse.

Altho, it's not the main problem. The game is still great and I'd like to say that it's around 7.5\/10, but it's unplayable. I've
completed around 10 levels out of 12-16 (can't remember actual numbers, but the idea is that I was close to the end) and on
every level (except the first one) I've had an issue in every room. Starting from lost blocks, inability to get them in my "gun",
"flying" around and not dying to water and ending with dead black screen. The reason why I abandoned this game is pretty sad: I
ended up with black screen every time I started my last level. I tried it on another machine and it seems like these issues aren't
exclusive to my configuration. I'd not recommend to buy and play it right now, but I hope that these issues will be fixed soon.

. This Gatwick-Express (Class 442) Add-On is a very good train for the London-Brighton-Route. The train belongs to London-
Brighton (even a must-have).

| Features and pros |

- very good model of the train \/ great cab \/ passenger view with details (best modelling)
- fine light effects (headlights with 4 versions of marker light)
- nice sounds (alert sound, doors, bell, horn, brake, approach)
- new door animation (with correct sound)
- a lot of control buttons and switches
- lights in cab (cab light, buttons lights, instrument lights)
- great window-reflection effects
- good physics with 2 brake variations
- great animated destination-board (Gatwick Airport, London Victoria, ...)

| Bugs and cons |

- quiet sound unusually

--> result: This Class 442 Add-on is a great expansion for the Train Simulator and includes a lot of nice features (some
  features are new) and the train is well-made. An real asset for Train Simulator.

  -- definite recommendation to buy --

[29.05.15]

. Zen Bound 2 is the game equivalent of drinking hot cocoa and listening to raindrops hit your roof. It's simple, easy, and
relaxing. It has a warm feeling to it. It's nice to turn on if you're angry or sad because it's calming. It has wonderful music and a
great overall tone. However, I wouldn't recommend paying full price, so wait for a big discount or buy it in a humble bundle..
Dynomite Deluxe is a bubble game. If you don't like your basic facebook bubble games, this game is probably not for you.
However, it has options for gameplay that are far different from the average bubble game.

Please note: I played this game a ton as a child, so I'm biased to like this game, however I have played 22 hours of it on
steam, so I can explain reasons other than nostalgia that you might also love it.

Dynomite Deluxe follows your basic bubble game mechanics. You have a shooter at the bottom of the puzzle, and you
toss different colored eggs to try and match pairs of 3 or more. Simple. Your different gamemodes include endless,
puzzle, fossil, and time trial, each with a different goal in mind.
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Let's go over endless first. In endless mode, your goal is to get a high score, plain and simple. In this mode, the puzzle
creeps down towards the warning rope line, if an egg touches said line then an extremely loud warning noise plays (I'm
not joking, the sound that plays is actually atrociously loud) and you have a short time to clear the eggs to a point above
the warning line before the momma dino gets angry and crushes the puzzle. I'm not joking. That's part of the game.
You start off with only a few colors, the number of colors you start with changes depending on the overall difficulty,
and after a period of time a lizard on the right side of the screen will say "Doiii Whirley's coming!" After which a
purple pterodactyl will quickly move in a zig-zag upwards from the bottom of the screen holding a new color of egg to
the current puzzle. If you don't break the egg whirley is holding, that color of egg gets added to the pool of egg colors.
However, if you do break the egg, the puzzle starts to move down faster.

Puzzle mode is exactly what it sounds like, you clear puzzles to 0 eggs remaining on screen. Every few egg placements,
the puzzle drops lower, a similar mechanic to existing bubble games. Nothing particularly new.

Time trial: You clear x amount of lines with y amount of colors, both variables depending on difficulty. You clear 60
lines on easy, 30 on medium, and 15 on hard. You can take as long as you want, but the goal is to get the fastest time.

Fossil mode: The goal for this gamemode is interesting. You have a fossil fragment in the middle of your puzzle. Your
goal is to clear the eggs above the fossil, by ricocheting eggs around it, to make the fossil drop, and that's the basis of it.
You can choose to make the puzzle drop down a large amount in intervals (called "strategic" mode), or have it creep
very slowly downward from the get-go, and on the same intervals as strategic mode, have the puzzle speed up (Called
"Action" mode). For the most part, the former is the easier method, but no matter which one you choose you're
probably not reaching the end without save scumming because of the sheer number of fossils you'd have to clear to
reach the end.

Pros and cons
Pros:
*Fun for all ages
*Great music
*Cheap for its quality
*Multiple game modes, each with unique mechanics that are in no way gimmicky (Only exception being puzzle mode
bricks)
*Gameplay suited to 3 sensible difficulty levels
*Cute dinosaur graphics
*Simple, gameplay is exactly what you see

Cons:
-Fossil mode becomes nearly impossible without save-scumming
-Puzzle mode is similarly difficult for similar reasons
-Default high scores aren't easy to beat
-Runs at a very low resolution
--OBNOXIOUSLY LOUD SOUND IF AN EGG REACHES THE WARNING LINE

I definitely recommend the game, I got way more out of this game than the hour-per-dollar ratio I normally look for in
a video game, and for its age I think it's still very good, and well worth its price. If you're skeptical, the game does go
on sale from time to time, and you can get it then if you're even remotely interested.. I mean. I like it. its okay. Its put
together more competently than i could ever do.
but if I could slip a note into the developers book, It would read "polish the games you have out instead of starting
another"
I get it, needs must and all that. but DLC or something alongside it. Since I bought this game, A third in the series was
released and a fourth announced titled "intermission" so a fifth is implied innit? I mean... that kind of schedule works
for pick a megaman series but. its a lot.
just my opinion anyway.. Mainly bought it because it was like 50 cents, but I could honestly see paying full price for
this DLC. As a person who's always enjoyed collecting weapons in AC games, I loved seeing my trusty Pirate Schimitar
back from when I played AC4. To me it makes the DLC worthwhile, especially for sale price.. With this game growing
by the month and the amount of stuff you can add and customize with the Pro version of this game, I'd say it's worth
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it. Only get it if you are creative though, cause otherwise, it's a waste.

(also, make sure you have a decent amount of experience with modding and such, otherwise, you will miss out on a lot
of the game)
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